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Chapterr 6 
Resultss and Conclusions 

Thee aims of this thesis are. in the most general terms: 

1.. Developing heuristics for theory formalization. 

2.. Applying formalization to social science theories. 

3.. Clarifying social processes. 

Inn Chapter 2 we developed a step-by-step approach to logical theory formaliza-
tion.. In Chapter 3 we applied our approach to a social science theory: resource 
partitioning.. In Chapter 4, we used social network techniques to analyze the 
conceptt of competition in industries, and to formalize a number of notions about 
competition.. And in Chapter 5, we used the formalizations of Chapter 3 and 
44 to connect resource partitioning theory to density dependence theory. As a 
consequence,, we were able to clarify the competitive dynamics in the market of 
Internett search engines. 

Inn this concluding chapter, we first present the results of the individual chap-
ters.. Subsequently, we discuss the results with respect to our three aims. We end 
withh a conclusion. 

Chapterr 2. Developing a systematic approach to theory 
formalization n 

Wee developed a 5-step approach to computer supported logical formalization 
off  (social) science theories. The approach takes a text containing an scientific 
argumentt as a point of departure, and helps to produce a formal, sound, and 
consistentt theory as a point of termination. The approach was designed to target 
formalizationn systematically. Each subsequent step has the output of its preceding 
stepp as an input, and for each step, a number of heuristics is presented that help 
too gain insight in a theory. 
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Thee first three steps of our approach, constituting a so-called rational recon-
struction,, focus on reducing logical and conceptual ambiguity. Step 1 identifies 
sentencess in the text that capture the core theory. This is done by first focusing 
onn the main claims, and subsequently on their supportive arguments. The output 
off  step 1 is a list of sentences quoted literally from the text. Step 2 analyzes and 
sharpenss key concepts in the core theory. The output of step 2 is a "dictionary" 
off  key concepts. The dictionary increases the parsimony of the theory by relating 
conceptss to each other. Step 3 analyzes the line of argumentation. The goal is to 
representt the core theory as a set of relatively simple sentences, with a clear logi-
call  structure. In addition, for each sentence, its role in the argument is specified: 
premise,, or conclusion. 

Thee first three steps constitute the rational reconstruction, which we consider 
too be the most important part of a formalization effort. The rational reconstruc-
tionn clarifies and disambiguates theories, and explicates the understanding that 
thee formalizer has of the theories, thereby facilitating the scientific debate. 

Thee next two steps constitute the actual formalization: in step 4. the set of 
sentencess that result from the rational reconstruction is represented in formal 
logic.. When all statements of the core theory are represented formally, in step 5. 
attemptss are made to prove the theorem candidates. Some steps may have to be 
repeated:: formalization is an iterative process. 

Too illustrate the merits of our approach, we used an example from resource 
partitioningg theory. Using the example, we went through the formalization ap-
proachh step by step, and made our choices explicit. 

Chapterr 3. Formalizing resource partit ioning theory 

Byy use of the 5-step formalization approach that was presented in Chapter 2. 
wee systematically thought through resource partitioning theory, a fragment of 
organizationall  ecology. We took a scientific text as a point of departure. In the 
firstt step of our formalization approach, we identified seven sentences that con-
stitutedd the core theory of resource partitioning. In the second step we analyzed 
tenn important concepts that occurred in the seven sentences. We determined the 
meaningg of the concepts and their mutual relations. 

Inn the third step, we "informally axiomatized" the seven sentences. The re-
sultt was a set of eight informal axioms labeled assumptions (premises), and two 
informall  labeled theorems (conclusions). Of each informal axiom, the logical 
structuree was clarified and the meaning of its concepts determined. Furthermore, 
we—informallyy derived four lemmas (intermediate conclusions), identified an 
implici tt background assumption, and composed a conceptual model of the ex-
planatoryy argument. 

Inn the fourth step, we formalized the informal axioms in first-order logic. Al l 
resultingg formal axioms turned out to be universally quantified and to have simple 
logicall  structures. In the fifth and last, step, we tested whether the formal theo-
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remss could be proved from the assumptions. To this end, we used an automated 
theoremm prover. It turned out that we needed to formulate an additional back-
groundd assumption, as well as four corollaries, to be able to prove both theorems. 

Byy adding an assumption to the theory, we were able to derive a new theo-
remm that explains a social process that had been empirically observed, but had 
previouslyy only been tentatively related to resource partitioning processes. 

Thee main result of our formalization is a sound and consistent logical represen-
tationn of resource partitioning theory. An additional result of the formalization is 
thee increased parsimony of resource partitioning theory. At least six assertions — 
suggestedd by several theorists to help explain resource partitioning were proved 
too be redundant, as was some of the information in the core theory. 

Chapterr 4. Competit ion in industries 

Inn Chapter 4 we made a conceptual analysis of "competition*' in the context of 
organizationall  ecology, and of the concept's relation with other concepts. This 
effortt can be regarded as an extended version of the conceptual analysis that, is 
thee second step in our 5-step formalization approach. 

Thee result of the conceptual analysis is a network-representation of compe-
titionn in industries that formally connects competition at the micro level of in-
dividuall  firms to competition at the macro level of industries. The micro-macro 
connectionn facilitates the connection between theories about the micro level of 
competit ion-- such as resource partitioning theory, which is discussed in Chap-
terr 3- -and theories about the macro level of competition -such as density depen-
dencee theory, which is discussed in Chapter 5. 

Networkk analysis was chosen as a means of conceptual analysis because3 it is a 
convenientt way to analyze relations in groups, and because it provides aggregation 
techniquess that facilitate establishing a micro-macro link. 

Wee started out with a basic- bimodal— network-representation of a market, 
consistingg of the appeals that firms make to resources. Upon the market represen-
tation,, we defined a -unimodal - network-representation of competitive relations 
betweenn firms. 

Wee made a distinction between (1) the competitive relation itself. (2) the in-
tensityy of the competitive relation, and (3) the pressure that the relation imposes 
onn both competitors. Our intuition was that two firms entertain a competitive 
relationn if they appeal to the same resource. The intensity of a pairwise com-
petitivee relation depends on the number of resources that two firms share. The 
competitivee pressure imposed by firm j on firm i is determined by the proportion 
off  z"s resources to which j appeals. To make the intuitive notions formal, we 
definedd a dichotomous measure of a competitive relation, a continuous measure 
off  competitive intensity, and a continuous asymmetric measure of competitive 
pressure. . 
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Byy comparing the actual number of competitive relations in an industry to the 
potentiall  number of competitive relations, we obtained a measure of the density 
off  the competitive network. By aggregating the competitive pressure imposed 
onn one firm by all other firms in the industry, we obtained a measure of total 
competitivee pressure on a firm. By aggregating the competitive pressure on all 
firmss in an industry, we obtained a measure for industry competition, therebv 
establishingg the micro-macro link in competition. We showed that under ceteris 
paribusparibus conditions, industry competition wil l increase with the number of firms 
inn an industry at an increasing rate, as is assumed by organizational ecology. 

Uponn the basic market representation, we defined a notion of organizational 
niche,, and showed that our measure of competitive intensity formalizes the cru-
ciall  ecological notion of niche intersection. We investigated the relation between 
nichee size and competition. It turned out that niche size is an important factor 
inn pairwise competition: firms with large niches impose more competitive pres-
suree on firms with small niches than vice versa. The relation between niche size 
andd industry competition is less straightforward: firms with large niches impose 
moree competitive pressure than do firms with small niches, but receive by and 
largee the same competitive pressure. This finding is surprising, as it appears to 
opposee Barnett 's (1990) notion that large firms are weak competitors and strong 
survivors. . 

Wee measured competition at the micro level in the industry of Internet search 
enginess over a seven year period. By means of the micro-macro link, we were able 
too test a number of conjectures about competitive dynamics at the macro-level. 

Chapterr 5. Competi t ion in the industry of Internet search 
engines s 

Chapterr 5 empirically investigated the emergence of the industry of Internet 
searchh engines, from the point of view of organizational ecology. The industry of 
Internet,, search engines dates back to 1993. From 1997 onward, the industry has 
shownn a proliferation of specialist search engines that offer services to particular 
geographicall  domains or language areas. 

Too understand the success of the specialist subpopulation in the emerging In-
ternett search engine market, we set out to connect resource partitioning theory, 
whichh explains specialist proliferation, with density dependence theory, which ex-
plainss industry emergence. Establishing the connection is complicated by the fact 
thatt (1) resource partitioning theory assumes competitive pressure to differ for 
differentt firms in an industry, whereas density dependence theory employs one 
measuree of competition for the entire industry. The fact that (2) resource parti-
tioningg theory applies to mature industries, whereas density dependence theory 
appliess to emerging industries, complicated a possible connection between both 
theoriess as well. 
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Byy means of the micro-macro link in competition that we established in Chap-
terr 4, we found a solution for the first problem. The solution for the second prob-
lemm lay in restating resource partitioning theory by use of relative, rather than 
absolutee measures of competition and vital rates. 

Wee started out by replacing the measure of industry competition in density de-
pendencee theory by the measure we developed in Chapter 4. The replacement had 
twoo advantages. First, it facilitated a connection with resource partitioning the-
ory.. Second, our notion of industry competition can be measured independently 
off  population size, which adds a falsifiable assumption to density dependence 
theory,, and enhances the theory's explanatory power. We altered density de-
pendence'ss measure of legitimation in a similar fashion, again enhancing density 
dependence'ss explanatory power. 

Buildd on the logical analysis of Chapter 3. and the conceptual analyses of 
Chapterr 4, we formulated a theory of resource partitioning that applies to emerg-
ingg industries. 

Wee measured the competitive dynamics in the market of Internet search en-
giness and tested a number of assumptions. It turned out that, contrary to the 
assumptionss made by density dependence theory, competition in the search engine 
industryy does not increase at an increasing rate. Instead, it follows an S-shaped 
trajectory.. Legitimation does not increase at an decreasing rate, as assumed by 
densityy dependence theory, but at an increasing rate. The deviant trajectories of 
bothh competition and legitimation are due to a decreasing pairwise competitive 
pressuree in the search engine industry, which was also observed in Chapter 4. 
Moreover,, legitimation and competition failed to predict founding and mortality 
rates,, as was assumed by density dependence theory. 

Whereass all assumptions constituting density dependence theory were falsi-
fied,, most of the assumptions constituting resource partitioning theory were con-
firmed.. In the Internet search engine market, the growth rate of the generalist 
subpopulationn decreases, and the competition between generalists increases, indi-
catingg a generalist move to the center of the market. Resource partitioning theory 
assumess this move to result in a decreasing competitive pressure of generalists on 
specialistss and vice versa, indicating resource partitioning "proper." Although the 
partitioningg of resources is clearly observed in the search engine market, evidence 
suggestt that it may be a consequence of specialists moving toward the market 
periphery,, rather than of generalists moving toward the market center. Because 
off  resource partitioning, the competitive pressure on the specialist subpopulation 
decreases,, which, in turn, improves specialist life chances. Indeed, in 1999 and 
2000.. we see a peak in specialist inflow. Specialist inflow before 1999. however, 
cannott be attributed to resource partitioning, and thus needs to be explained in 
aa different way. 

AA possible explanation for the early proliferation of specialist firms is Péli 
andd Xooteboom's (1999) sphere-packing model, which is incorporated in later 
versionss of resource partitioning theory. The model explains how an increasing 
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dimensionalityy of the resource space improves the lif e chances of specialists. A 
numberr of assumptions of the model, however, do not hold in the Internet search 
enginee market. Consequently, the model does not apply, and cannot explain spe-
cialistt proliferation. As an alternative, we showed that by means of the so-called 
"cursee of dimensionality." increasing' resource space dimensionality may improve 
specialistt lif e chances: contrary to the sphere-packing model, the curse of dimen-
sionalityy does apply to the Internet search engine market. We define a measure 
off  niche (dis)similarity. and use the measure to determine the dimensionality of 
thee Internet search engine resource space, per quarterly assessment. Evidence 
suggestss that the dimensionality of the search engine resource space increases in 
thee focal period. However, we found no evidence that specialist search engines 
thrivee on resources that are made available by higher dimensions. An analysis of 
eigenvaluess showed that a stable 70(/( of the dissimilarities between search engine 
nichess is explained by the first three dimensions. 

Thiss concludes the results of Chapters 2 to 5 of this thesis. We proceed by dis-
cussingg the results with respect to the three aims that we set in the introduction 
off  this thesis. 

Ai mm 1. Developing heuristics for theory formalization 

Wee developed a systematic approach to (logical) formalization of social science 
theoriess that may help social scientists to produce formal representations of the-
oriess in their field. We intentionally presented our formalization approach in an 
informall  manner. By doing this, we aimed to address social science theorists, 
ratherr than logicians or computer scientists. 

Wee also intentionally referred to our approach as s that help to 
formalize""  instead of a ''method that results in a formalization." Clearly, our 
approachh is not deterministic: different formalizers wil l come up with different 
formalizationss of the same scientific text. Formalizers may have differences of 
opinionn as to what parts of the text constitute the relevant scientific argument, 
whatt the concepts mean, and what is the logical structure of the argument pre-
sented.. Even the translation of informal axioms into formal axioms may differ 
fromm person to person. 

Therefore,, we never meant our formalization approach to "objectify" the 
meaningg and the implications of theories. The interpretation of—in particularly— 
sociall  science theories wil l always be subject to personal interest and preference. 
Wee meant our formalization approach to explicate the choices that interpretors 
makee in the course of understanding a theory. Our formalization approach makes 
aa number of important choices in theory understanding explicit, tractable, and 
retractable,, thereby facilitating the scientific debate, not only with colleagues, 
butt with oneself as well. 

Ann important advantage of the step-by-step character of our formalization 
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approachh is that it controls the explosion of' ambiguity that comes with informal 
theoryy interpretation. We showed that a simple, and perfectly reasonable, argu-
mentt in natural language, consisting of seven sentences, may easily bo interpreted 
inn billions of different ways. By going through the interpretation process step by 
step,, we usually have to consider only a few possible interpretations at the same 
time. . 

Inn our 5-step approach to logical formalization, the translation of the informal 
axiomss into formal logic is probably the least important step. It is also the least 
complicatedd step, given that the rational reconstruction of the theory is carried 
outt well. In fact, the most important role of logical formalization, in our view, is 
too set a quality standard for the rational reconstruction. The logical formalization 
iss the "proof of the pudding": if it is hard to do. then the rational reconstruction 
shouldd be reconsidered. 

Ai mm 2. Applying formalization to social science theories 

Wee applied our 5-step formalization approach to an actual social science theory: 
resourcee partitioning. Moreover, we analyzed the theory's key concept, competi-
tion,, in a rigorous fashion. In our opinion, resource partitioning theory benefited 
fromm the formalization effort in a number of ways. (1) Six additional assertions 
weree proved to be redundant, which increased the theory's parsimony. The the-
oryy resulting from the formalization effort, is "lean" in the sense that it contains 
preciselyy the assumptions necessary to derive the theorems. (2) The formaliza-
tionn increased the theory's parsimony by reducing the number of concepts in the 
theory.. Crowding and competition, for example1, turned out to have the same 
meaning,, as did arena and resource base. (3) By mutually relating a number of 
conceptss of the theory, its parsimony was increased once more. (4) The formal-
izationn forced lis to identify a number of background assumptions and meaning 
postulates,, making resource partitioning theory logically sound. (5) By adding 
ann unrestrictive assumption to the theory, a new theorem could be derived, 
explainingg a previously unexplained social phenomenon. 

(6)) The formalization of the concept of competition by means of network-
analysiss in Chapter 4, resulted in independent operational definitions of compe-
titionn at the micro level and competition at the macro level. (7) The use of the 
operationall  definitions enabled us to actually measure competitive processes. (8) 
Thee operational definitions also enabled us to empirically test all steps in the 
argumentt of resource partitioning, thereby testing the (nitire theory, rather than 
justt its implications. (9) In Chapter 5. the logical formalization of Chapter 3. and 
thee conceptual analysis of Chapter 4, were used to formulate a theory of resource 
partitioningg that applies to emerging industries, as well as to mature industries. 
(10)) The formalization pointed out the conceptual differences between resource 
partitioningg theory and density dependence theory. (11) Deleting these differ-
ences,, by replacing density dependence's concept of competition, enabled us to 
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connectt density dependence theory and resource partitioning theory. 

Ourr formalization of the concept of competition has. aside from the theoretical 
implicationss sketched above, also implications for (future) empirical research. 
Thee operational definitions that resulted from the network-representation apply 
perfectlyy to a huge database1 of competitive relations that everyone has at his 
disposal:: the Internet. We succeeded in collecting data about the competitive 
relationss in 9316 pairs of firms, constituting an entire industry, at 28 assessments. 
Wee did so by writing a simple computer program that asked the Internet—in 
particular,, search engine1 Northernlight—for the data we needed. This ''easyv way 
off  collecting data may be duplicated for other industries, and other competitive 
domains:: in particular those with a significant Internet exposure, such as software 
manufacturers.. Internet retailers, car types, rock bands, writers, political parties, 
candidatess running for office, universities, and more. 

Ai mm 3. Elucidating social processes 

Inn the Internet search engine market, specialists proliferated during the emergence 
off  the industry. As far as we know, this phenomenon has not been observed in 
otherr industries. By expanding the domain of resource partitioning theory to 
includee emerging industries, we were able to attribute a part of the specialist 
proliferationn to resource partitioning processes. A significant part of the unex-
pectedlyy high specialist inflow, however, we could not explain. We have looked 
att resource space dimensionality as a possible explanation, but failed to find any 
supportingg evidence. Nevertheless, we should not drop this way of explaining 
specialistt emergence altogether. The curse of dimensionality implies that eventu-
allyy the demand for "main stream" products decreases if consumer tastes become 
moree sophisticated, and consumers start taking many different product dimen-
sionss into account. The reason is that most consumers in a multidimensional 
markett differ from the main stream on at least one dimension. In such sophis-
ticatedd markets, resources may be too scattered for generalists to make a living, 
andd (small) specialist firms wil l become the dominant form. 

Suchh a process certainly seemed to be taking place in the Internet search 
enginee market in our focal period: large, generalist search engines lost ground to 
smalll  search engines specializing in a particular language area or to a particular 
geographicall  domain. Near the end of our focal period, generalist search engine 
Googlee entered the market, and. as we knowr now, had the technology to beat 
manyy specialist search engines on their own turf. However, the Internet is still 
growingg too fast for any single search engine to keep up with. Therefore, specialist 
searchh engines wil l remain a viable organizational form, although they have to 
keepp up their technology level, and may be forced to move further out to the 
markett periphery. 


